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Chapter 1: Introduction 

With increasing energy demand from the population growth requiring more energy 

production from fossil fuel, those extra greenhouse gas released will exacerbate climate change 

problems. There is a need to harvest energy from a cleaner source that does not deteriorate the 

environmental situation. The sun is the most abundant source of energy that can be extracted 

to different usable form of energy, including heat and electricity. Photovoltaic ( PV) device 

transform solar energy into electricity. Current commercial Silicon PV technology can produce 

electricity with record power conversion efficiency ( PCE) above 26%. However, this requires 

hundred micrometers thick of materials to transform solar energy. Second and third generation 

of PV, namely vacuum-processed and solution-processed thin film PV, only require tens and less 

than one of micrometer, respectively, to convert solar energy. 

(b) 

• 
A B X 

Anode 

HTL 

(c) 

HTL 

Transparent Anode 

Figure 1 (a) Perovskite chemical structure where A, B and C represent cation (MA, FA), metal (Pb, 

Sn), and anion (I, Br), respectively. Standard (b) and inverted (c) architecture of perovskite solar 

cells 

Organic-inorganic lead halide solar cells, referred to as perovskite solar cells, are the most 

promising third generation solar cells that can harvest solar energy as efficiently as 25.2% PCE in 

a single junction configuration and 29.1 % PCE in tandem with silicon solar cells 1. On top of that, 

perovskite is a defect tolerant material, yielding high PCE solar cells even fabricated via low cost 
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Due to ionic nature of lead halide perovskite11
•
12

, introducing high energy stressors, such 

as light or electrical field, can move mobile species, causing a change in electrical band or 

interface. 13
•
14 Once those factors are removed, the mobile species diffuse back to normal, causing 

reversible effect. These effects are concerning especially for perovskite solar cells in operation. 

Figure 1 shows performance of perovskite solar cells in three different architecture: planar, 

mesoporous, and inverted solar cells, which were set to light-dark cycle every 12 hours. 13 

Depending on the solar cells architecture, the recovery time can take almost ten hours. 
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Figure 2 Normalized power conversion efficiency ( PCE) of perovskite solar cells of three 

architecture: planar ( block), mesoporous ( red), and inverted (blue) as they go through 12-hour 

light-dork cycle. 13

From all of above, there is still a need to understand perovskite solar cells behavior under 

operation when all the environmental stressors are presence and how to minimize the perovskite 

solar cells recovery to maximize energy production during daytime. 

Objectives of this work 

1 To diagnose critical factors affecting operational stability of perovskite solar cells 

2 To understand recovery behavior of perovskite solar cells in operation 
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Chapter 2: Perovskite Solar Cell Fabrication 

A typical perovskite solar cells architectures are shown in Figure 1- inverted and standard 

architecture. Since perovskite material is hygroscopic, the fabrication process requires low

humidity level environment for solution making and thin-film formation. A controlled atmosphere 

glovebox with moisture level below 0.lppm is required for nice quality of perovskite film. While, 

for the hole and electron transport layer adjacent to the perovskite layer, a spin coater outside 

of the glovebox would be sufficient, even though some solution mixing might require a low 

moisture level atmosphere. Below are summary of required equipments for the fabrication 

process for each layer. 

2.1 Equipments for perovskite solar cells fabrication 

Electron transport layer (ETL)/ Hole transport layer (HTU fabrication equipments: 

1. Ultrasonic bath - to clean the substrate by sonicating the transparent conductive oxide

(TCO) coated glass in alcronox, DI water, Acetone, and lsopropanol, respectively.

2. UV-ozone cleaner - to clean all organic residue and prepare the surface for ETL/ HTL

coating

3. Weighing scale and hotplate - to prepare ETL/HTL solution

4. Spin coater - to coat the ETL/HTL layer onto the TCO glass.

5. Hotplate - to anneal the coated ETL/ HTL to promote crystallization and remove all the

solvent.

Perovskite layer fabrication equipments: 

1. Glovebox or environmental controlled box equivalent - to control and minimize moisture

and oxygen in the environment for the best quality perovskite film.

2. Spin-coater - to coat the perovskite layer

3. Hotplates - two of them to let the crystallization take place gradually. Normally, one

hotplate is fixed at 50°C and the other at 100°C. Once the spun-coated film turned slightly

brown
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Electrode deposition equipments (to complete the solar cells) 

1. Thermal evaporation attached to a glovebox - to deposit metal electrode on top of

already deposited ETL/HTL of a perovskite solar cells.

2. Sputtering machine - to deposit transparent conductive oxide as an alternative to the

metal electrode, which will give a "semitransparent" solar cell

3. Doctor blading or screen printing machine - to deposit carbon electrode on top of

perovskite. This technique is the simplest but requires a careful selection of carbon paste

such that the solvent will not degrade the perovskite film.

2.2 Lab visits 

At the beginning of this project, I did not have a lab space designated to my research 

activity, neither did I have a spin- coater to prepare the film. Therefore, I had visited various 

laboratories in Thailand and abroad, in hope that I can find a place to fabricate some perovskite 

solar cells for stability testing. 

Trip 1: Semiconductor Physics Research Laboratory, Department of Physics, Chulalongkorn 

University, Thailand 

Back when the project started, this lab only had an acrylic box flushed with Nitrogen gas 

for solutions preparation and device fabrication. With this setup, it takes a few hours for the 

moisture level to drop or to get all the solvent out of the system after solution- making or film

processing. Therefore, only one activity can take place in a day and the box needed to be flushed 

with nitrogen overnight prior to thin-film fabrication to get the moisture level down really low. As 

a result, only one batch of solar cells can be fabricated per week. However, this laboratory is 

equipped with a thermal evaporator not connected to a glovebox to deposit top counter 

electrode with limited choice of materials, silver and aluminum. They also have a sputtering 

machine mostly for aluminum doped zinc- oxide layer. In terms of characterization, they have a 

setup for efficiency, external quantum efficiency, photoluminescence, and absorption. 
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Conclusion of the lab visits: 

- The high quality facilities in Thailand (MU, KU, KMUTT) are not available to use unless I share a

project with them. Even at those facilities, the power conversion efficiency and reproducibility of 

perovskite solar cells are still low. 

- If I need high performance solar cells for stability testing, I am better off getting perovskite solar

cells from international collaborators such as University of Wuppertal, Stanford University, or 

Solliance. 

- Encapsulation technique for perovskite needed to be further researched for a low-cost and high

quality package such that the encapsulated solar cells can withstand hot and humid environment 

in Thailand during operation. 

2.3 Perovskite solar cells fabrication 

Despite previous unsuccessful lab visit, I was able to convince two institutes to allow me 

to fabricate perovskite solar cells in Thailand. 

Trip 1: Fabricate Solar cells at Chiangmai University, Thailand 

At Asst. Prof. Dr. Pi pat Ruankham' s lab, I shared with them my knowledge of how to 

fabricate double cation (Cs/FA) perovskite solar cells. Combining their specialty on metal oxide 

transport layer with my experience on fabricating perovskite layer, we were able to fabricate full 

stack perovskite solar cells with 2.15% on the first day I was there, Figure 5. This was done only 

inside a stainless-steel environmental box with controllable humidity level down to 10%RH. The 

top counter electrode we used was commercial carbon paste, which can be easily applied and 

baked without needing thermal evaporation. I have learned a lot spending two days in this lab 

including a solution-making technique without the need to use glovebox. I hope we can continue 

working together to make low- cost perovskite solar cells fabrication possible. With further 

optimization, we were able to obtain 9.94% a few months after, Figure 6. 
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2.4 Perovskite Solar Cells used for stability testing 

(b) 

Au-Electrode 

Figure 7 Comparing schematic of CMU (a) and NSTOA (b) device stack 

Table 2 Figure of merits of NSTOA and CMU solar cells 

NSTDA 

PCE (%) 4.9±1.6 9.9±5.7 

Voe (V) 0.6±0.2 0.8±0.1 

lsc (mA) 1.2±0.7 1.5±0.7 

FF(%) 32.5±14.9 28.9±4.7 
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Chapter 3: Low-cost characterization 

3.1 JV measurement 

The traditional JV measurement is commonly used for solar- cell power conversion 

efficiency ( PCE) determination. This measurement needs a source- meter to generate voltage 

sweeping which applied to a photovoltaic device and measure output current. After that, output 

current and voltage sweeping are plotted and utilized to calculate the PCE of a device. 

3.1.1 Hardware setup 

Hardware List 

0 Test Cell: Si solar cell 6V 2W 

D Variable Resistor: 0-5000 range 

D High Precision Multimeter: Keithley model 2700 

D Light Source: LED Lamp (6500K-Light temperature) 

Measurement Setup 

We designed a low-cost setup to measure JV of a solar cell. We connect a variable resistor 

to a photovoltaic device as shown in Figure 8. During the JV measurement, we placed the solar 

cell under a LED lamp and measured voltage of the solar cell and output current by Keithley 

model 2700 while we swept variable resistor from ~0-500 0 
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3.2 Low-cost stability tracking 

In normal operation, solar cells are put under an applied voltage bias such that will yield 

highest PCE. To probe operational stability, a maximum power point tracking (MPPT) is necessary 

to set the voltage. However, the existing commercialized MPPT only supports high voltage and 

high current solar module with limited resolution if used to control lab-scale solar cells. For the 

stability tracking setup, we decided to use a fixed resistor that will put a voltage across a solar 

cell to around the maximum power-voltage and measure the current across that resistor. 

3.2.1 Hardware setup 

Keithley Model 2700 

3300 Resistor 

Cth4 

C.113 

CeK2 

Cell 1 

• 
LED Lamp 

Computer 

Figure 11 Low-cost stability tracking setup for each cell. 
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NSTDA. This is most likely due to a lack of metal electrode, which can catalyze a degradation of 

perovskite materials, unlike the solar cells with gold counter electrode from NSTDA. All solar cells 

seem to need some time to reach their highest efficiency then the decay in performance would 

take place. The cyclic pattern between 160 and 260 hours are from turning on and off the air

condition during workdays. Therefore, for a proper stability testing setup, a room with controlled 

temperature is necessary. 

3.3 Conclusion 

The low-cost JV measurement can be used to measure the JV curve of a photovoltaic 

device, but this system is not accurate and stable enough for the perovskite solar cell. So, this 

setup was not utilized in perovskite solar cell PCE determination. 

We succeeded in setting up a low-cost stability tracking; this system can perform ~360 h 

continuously without any issue. The result in Figure 15 shows that the samples from CMU group 

perform with higher stability which compare to sample from NSTDA group, which is due to the 

lack of metal counter electrode in the solar cell stack. 
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Chapter 4: Stability Measurement 

In order to properly probe stability of perovskite solar cells, one needs a standardized 

equipments to be able to report the lifetime for high quality publication. I was fortunate enough 

to secure some other funding to purchase a reliability setup from infinityPV company, Denmark, 

which provides close to the solar spectrum light source and CE certified equipments. Throughout 

this chapter, I will report my approach to test hypotheses regarding stability of perovskite solar 

cells. 

Hypothesis: 

1. The devices with carbon top electrode can perform more stably because the carbon

electrode does not react with the perovskite layer unlike the metal electrode.

2. Moisture induces degradation of a perovskite solar cell. However, the solar cells without

metal top counter electrode should degrade less than the ones with metal electrodes.

3. Perovskite solar cells can recover their performance after resting in dark and dry

(humidity < 5%RH) conditions.

Solar cells used in these studies 

The samples which utilized in stability measurements consist the device stack that 

shown in Figure 7. 

4.1 Stability of perovskite solar cells with metal vs. carbon top counter 

electrode 

4.1.1 Hardware setup 

Light Source 

This system consists ISOSun as the light source. The ISOSun is a metal-halide lamp which 

provides the spectral distribution close to AM 1.5g shown in Figure 16 and intensity close to 1000 

W/m2, as called 1-sun intensity. Furthermore, the ISOSun can generate light intensity in 1-100 sun 

range. 
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D The increase in PCE which appears in CMU sample comes from the effect of 

moisture that induce perovskite grains growth, increasing the carrier diffusion length 

and performance of the solar cells. 

D Metal electrode on top the perovskite layer induce the degradation of perovskite 

which leads to a drop in PCE. 

4.2 Diurnal testing 

4.2.1 Hardware setup (testing equipment) 

The hardware setup for the diurnal test is the same as the setup for stability test in humid 

environment. 

4.2.2 Testing conditions 

Testing and Resting Conditions 

Table 8 Conditions for each light cycle 

Testing 

Cycle 

Aging Procedure 

IV Scan 

Step 

10 

mV/step 

Active 

Area 

0.04 cm2 

Table 9 Conditions for each resting (dark) cycle 

Resting Cycle 

Aging 

Environment 

Dry-Dark 

40-43 45-58

Temperature 

(
°

C) 

25-31

Metal 

Halide 

(ISOSun) 

<5 

~1 Sun 
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Chapter 5: Conclusion and Output 

Perovskite solar cells fabrication require well- controlled environment with very low 

moisture level. Even though, some semi- premier facilities existed in Thailand, their access are 

very limited. At the moment, high quality solar cells can only be obtained from abroad. Despite 

having research scientist who graduated from the world's leaders in perovskite, there is no easily 

access facility to let them continue their high impact research. We need to build regional central 

facilities where everyone can go try their idea if the country wants to push this field forward and 

produce low-cost perovskite solar panels to replace silicon solar module. 

Low-cost setup for performance measurement of perovskite solar cells do not work well. 

Ones need proper source meter unit to source the voltage and measure high resolution current 

coming out from a solar cell. However, low-cost setup for stability testing could work. Using the 

LED light source removes the effect of UV light and prevents the solar cells from getting too hot. 

Assuming that a solar cell can be well- packaged with UV filtered and constantly cooled in real 

world, operation, one can use LED and resistor setup that we demonstrated in the chapter 3. We 

can see that regardless of the UV and high temperature, the solar cells with carbon electrode is 

more stable than the cells with metal electrode. However, performance of the solar cells with 

carbon electrode are usually not as high as ones with metal electrode. Therefore, future work 

would be improving performance of perovskite solar cells with carbon-based electrode. 

With proper stability setup, perovskite solar cells with carbon-based electrode still surpass 

the stability of cells with metal electrode. With further maximum power point tracking, the carbon 

electrode solar cells get more than 100% better within the first two hours of operation in either 

humid and dry environment with heat. This is a promising sign for perovskite solar cells to be 

used in Thailand. Further day- night replication of the perovskite solar cells shows that the solar 

cells take up to at least an hour to stabilize each initialization, morning, then the performance 

would drop throughout the day. This drop in performance is likely due to heat and moisture 

induced degradation as can be seen by a change in solar cells colors from brown (perovskite) to 

yellow ( Pbl2), degradation product. To more accurately replicate the day/ night behavior, one 
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